Varicella zoster virus vaccines: an update

Abstract: Varicella zoster virus (VZV) is the etiological agent of varicella, a highly infectious, self-limiting disease with serious complications. The decline in cell-mediated immunity (CMI) that occurs with aging or immunodepression causes a reactivation of the latent VZV as herpes zoster (HZ). Prevention of VZV through varicella vaccination strategies allows to avoid the primary infection in newborns and susceptible subjects. Available monovalent and combined VZV vaccines are effective, safe and generally well tolerated. Universal varicella vaccination has significantly impacted on incidence, complications and deaths related to this disease. Prevention of HZ through vaccination is a priority to avoid the significant burden of its incidence and complications. Currently two HZ vaccines are available. The recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV), approved by the FDA in 2017 and Zoster Vaccine Live (ZVL) licensed in the United States by the FDA in 2006. The advisory committee on immunization practices (ACIP) preferentially recommends RZV. ZVL remains an option for prevention of HZ in immunocompetent adults aged ≥60 years, although the CMI tends to wane a few years after vaccination.
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Varicella: background

Epidemiology

Varicella zoster virus (VZV) is a highly contagious, neurotropic α-herpesvirus that infects humans, with no animal reservoir. Primary infection, usually during childhood, causes varicella. The virus remains latent in the sensory nerve ganglia and subsequently, due to the waning cellular immunity (CMI) to VZV (due to aging or some immunosuppressing states), can reactivate, causing herpes zoster (HZ).1,2

VZV is ubiquitous, however it is difficult to estimate its global burden, mainly because the only available data come from non-homogeneous surveillance systems. Most data on the epidemiology of varicella are from high-income countries; in this area, in the pre-vaccination era, >90% infections occurred before adolescence and less than 5% of adults remained susceptible to the virus.3

Conversely, in many tropical areas, the acquisition of the infection occurred in older age, with consequent greater susceptibility among young adults (14–19%, 26% and up to 50% of susceptible adults in Saudi Arabia, India and Sri Lanka, respectively).4 The reasons for this difference in the age of acquiring primary VZV infection are poorly understood and probably include the influence of climate, population density and the risk of exposure of subjects to the pathogen.

Varicella shows a strong seasonality in temperate environments and in most tropical areas, with peaks of incidence in winter and spring, or in the coldest and...
driest months in the tropics. In the pre-vaccination era, the epidemic peaks occurred with an inter-epidemic cycle of 2–5 years.

The annual incidence rates of varicella in Europe, before the introduction of vaccination, were estimated between 7.05 (Greece) and 16.1 (Netherlands) for 100,000<5-year-old children, corresponding respectively to seroprevalence rates of 35.3% and 80.6%.

In many countries, the annual incidence of varicella corresponded roughly to a birth cohort.

Clinical aspects
Although varicella is usually a self-limiting disease, serious complications can occur in pediatric patients, mediated by the virus or by a secondary bacterial infection. Furthermore, VZV infection in adulthood is related to more serious symptoms and longer clinical course than in children.

Globally, serious complications, with hospitalization, are estimated around 4.2 million per year. The extra-cutaneous complications affecting the central nervous system range from cerebellar ataxia (1 case in 4,000) for which the prognosis is usually good, to encephalitis (1 in 33,000–50,000 cases). Rarely, (about 1 in 40,000 cases) these complications can lead to death, especially among immunocompromised subjects.

The most common complications are secondary bacterial infections of the skin and soft tissues in children and pneumonia, usually viral, in adults. The groups at highest risk for serious complications and death are newborns, pregnant women and severely immunocompromised individuals.

Varicella acquired in the first trimesters of gestation can cause serious congenital diseases in the newborn in about 1–2% of affected pregnancies.

VZV infection in pregnant women, even if rare, can lead to very severe manifestations, both in the mother and in the fetus. Newborns are at risk especially if the mother develops varicella within 5 days before or 2 days after delivery.

Historically, the mortality rate for congenital varicella was about 30%, but the availability of VZV immunoglobulins and intensive supportive therapy reduced mortality of about 7%.

Globally, specific mortality for varicella is considerably lower than deaths due to the other infectious diseases such as measles, pertussis, rotavirus or invasive pneumococcal infection; however, varicella cannot be deemed a trivial infectious disease, considering its complications.

The mortality rate for varicella, in high-income countries, in the pre-vaccination era, was about 3 in 100,000 cases. In 2010, the mortality rate was 0.1 per 100,000 in comparison to 1.7 and 1.1 for measles and pertussis, respectively.

The introduction and implementation of universal vaccination in many European countries and other parts of the world have had a significant impact on incidence, hospitalizations and mortality rates, demonstrating the effectiveness of this strategy.

Herpes zoster: background
Epidemiology
HZ is an acute vesicular dermatitis, characterized by radicular pain, related to the reactivation of VZV in the sensory ganglia and to a decline in VZV-specific CMI. HZ presents a dermatomal distribution corresponding to the ganglion where the VZV is latent.

Primary varicella infection causes a permanent latency of the virus in the sensory ganglia and elicits a cellular immune response that usually prevents the reactivation and spread of VZV for a long time. Exposure to the virus (exogenous and/or endogenous) stimulates the host immunity.

The incidence of HZ is related to the age of the population. Generally the incidence and severity of HZ increase with age, in relation to the progressive decline of VZV-specific CMI.

Although age is the most common risk factor for HZ, an increased incidence of HZ has also been associated with immunosuppression related to certain co-morbidities, such as solid tumors, hematological malignancies, HIV infection, autoimmune diseases and to immunosuppressive treatment. In these subjects the clinical picture can be atypical, more serious and has a longer duration.

Globally, the incidence is 2–3 cases/1,000, up to 5/1,000 and 6–7/1,000 person/year in the age groups 20–50 years, >60 years and 70–80 years, respectively.

The age-specific incidence of HZ is well documented in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific; while few data are available in countries such as Africa, Asia and Latin America.

It is estimated that at least 25% of subjects will experience an HZ episode during their lifetime; two-thirds of the world’s cases involve >50 year-old subjects.

Considering the changing demography of the population, a further increase in the number of cases is expected in the future. At European Union (EU) level it is estimated that over 1.7 million cases of HZ occur each year.
HZ is a major global health problem and incidence increases ≥50 years of age, due to the growing number of elderly, co-morbidity and/or immunosuppression. The incidence rate of HZ in cancers patients receiving immunosuppressive chemotherapy is estimated to be 3–4 times higher (12/1,000 person/year) than in the overall population.

Clinical aspects
HZ has a significant impact on health, quality of life and health care costs, which increases with age and correlates with its possible complications. The most common complication is post-herpetic neuralgia (PHN), defined as persistent pain, for >90 days, after resolution of the rash with a highly negative impact on patients’ quality of life. Other complications include secondary bacterial infections at the level of the involved dermatome, ophthalmic complications and different degrees of segmental paresis, which can be located in extraocular muscles, limbs, abdominal wall or diaphragm. Ten to 20% of HZ cases involve the viral reactivation in the first branch of the trigeminal nerve (Herpes Zoster Ophthalmic [HZO]). Twenty to 70% of patients with HZO develop complications (blepharitis, keratoconjunctivitis, iritis, scleritis and acute retinal necrosis). Neurological complications are less frequent than ocular complications and may include ophthalmoplegia, optic neuritis and ptosis.

In immunocompromised patients, the dissemination of HZ beyond the distribution of the involved dermatome is possible, spreading to other organs (e.g., encephalitis) and making the condition potentially lethal. Ischemic events such as stroke and transient ischemic attacks have been documented in subjects with previous HZ, particularly ophthalmic. Furthermore, in the elderly HZ can lead to a permanent loss of independence and an inability to recover the lifestyle, interests and level of activity prior the disease.

HZ is an important public health problem associated with frequent and debilitating complications. It is noteworthy that the therapeutic options for HZ-related complications have limited efficacy.

Therefore the prevention of HZ is a priority, especially in high-risk individuals with chronic conditions (patients with diabetes mellitus, autoimmune diseases, renal insufficiency and neoplasms). Because of the significant burden caused by HZ and its complications, mainly PHN, the adoption of a preventive strategy seems to be particularly promising. Vaccination is an important tool to reduce the epidemiological, clinical and economic burden of HZ and to reduce the negative impact on the quality of life.

Live attenuated varicella vaccine
Available products
The VZV vaccine, which contains live attenuated virus derived from the OKA strain, was created by Dr. Takahashi at Biken Institute, Osaka, in 1974. The wild-type OKA strain virus was first isolated by a varicella-infected child and then attenuated through sequential passage in embryonal cell culture.

Albeit WHO does not indicate a minimum number of plaque-forming units (PFU) per single vaccine dose, it demands that this should be specified by individual national authorities. The viral amount needed to obtain authorization should keep into consideration the scientific evidences of safety and effectiveness provided by clinical trials. Licensed vaccines contain 1,000–17,000 PFU.

Currently, two monovalent vaccines, derived from the OKA strain (Merck and GSK), are available. Two other attenuated combined quadrivalent MMRV vaccines have been developed (Merck and GSK) in order to facilitate their integration in current pediatric vaccination programs.

The monovalent vaccine was first authorized in 1987 in Japan; the combined MMRV vaccine, on the other hand, was licensed 2005 in the US, for healthy children aged 12 months up to 12-years-old, relying on its safety and non-inferior immunogenicity compared to monovalent MMR and varicella vaccines. All vaccines are licensed for use in subjects aged 12 months or older.

Schedule and vaccine efficacy/effectiveness
A two-dose schedule is recommended; the first dose must be administered at 12–15 months of age and the second at 4–6 years of age or respecting the minimum interval between the doses, as indicated in the SmPC. Two doses are recommended in susceptible adolescents and adults as well, particularly in health care workers.

Several studies have shown the need of a two-dose schedule also for MMRV vaccines, to grant an optimal protection, respecting the minimum interval between the two doses indicated in the SmPC.

For both formulations (monovalent VZV and combined MMRV) different schedules are possible: an accelerated one (second dose is administrated 1 month after the first
dose) and a regular one (second dose follows 1–6 years after the initial dose). Increasing time interval between doses improves immune response but increases the risk of secondary vaccination failures (breakthrough events).³¹

The route of administration is subcutaneous; nevertheless intramuscular route is safe and effective.⁶

In countries where varicella represents a major public health problem, WHO recommends taking into consideration the introduction in pediatric immunization programs, provided that at least an 80% coverage rate is achieved. In countries with a high percentage of susceptible people aged 15 years or older, WHO recommends a two-dose schedule for susceptible adolescents and adults.³⁰

Varicella vaccine effectiveness varies depending upon the schedule (one or two doses). Data show that in children the effectiveness of a single dose of a single dose is 85% in the prevention of all forms of varicella and ≥95% against severe forms.³ In a recent meta-analysis, varicella vaccine effectiveness with a two-dose schedule has been 92% (IC 95% 88–95).³²

Taking into consideration effectiveness data, the humoral and cell-mediated immunity (CMI) improvement after the second administration and the incidence decline in the US, following the recommendation of a second dose in children,³³ the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommends a two-dose schedule against varicella, aiming to prevent all varicella forms.³⁴

Live attenuated vaccines give a long-lasting immunity response, however, the exact duration of protection is still uncertain.

Several studies have indicated that people immunized against VZV have antibodies at least 10 or 20 years after the vaccination; however, these studies were performed when vaccine use was not very widespread and wild-type virus broadly circulated. A case-control study conducted from 1997 to 2003 showed that a single vaccine dose is 97% and 86% effective in the first and second year after vaccination, respectively. From the second to the eighth year after immunization, effectiveness ranges between 86% and 81%.³⁵

A trial regarding varicella vaccine, performed in the US on 914 healthy children, aged 4.7 years on average, showed a vaccine effectiveness of 100% and 98% after 1 year and 2 years, respectively. A third study, with a 10 year follow-up, compared persistent immunity level in those who had a single vaccine dose and those who had both doses and estimated a 94.4% and 98.3% vaccine effectiveness, respectively.³⁶

Safety profile

Live varicella vaccine is safe and well tolerated; is contraindicated in subjects with an anaphylactic reaction to any vaccine components (included neomycin), during pregnancy (because of the theoretical fetal risk) and in subjects with primary or acquired immunodeficiency. Pregnancy should be avoided 4 weeks after immunization.³⁷

Severe adverse vaccine-correlated reactions have been very rarely reported and occurred almost exclusively in immunocompromised patients, not recognized at administration time.³⁸

A systematic review on safety of the varicella vaccines points out that monovalent vaccine is very well tolerated and the most common adverse events reported after vaccination include slight tenderness, redness as well as skin eruption (rash) at injection site.³⁹

MMRV vaccine showed good safety profiles too, with the exception of a higher fever and rash incidence.⁴⁰,⁴¹

Both available tetravalent vaccines have been associated with an increased febrile seizure rate 6–12 days after first dose, in comparison to co-administration of MMR and varicella vaccine. Several studies on MMRV vaccine have demonstrated that febrile seizure’s incidence is 1 case in 2,300–2,600 children aged 12–23 months³¹,⁴² and such episodes have not been associated with any long-term sequelae.⁴³ Moreover, an increased risk of febrile seizures after the second dose has not been noticed.⁴⁴ Noteworthy, the highest febrile seizure risk occurs in pediatric age, overlapping with the timing of MMR and varicella vaccines administration.⁴⁵

MMRV vaccine use simplifies the administration, by giving protection against multiple illnesses with a single injection. This contributes improving the vaccine coverage and decreasing health costs,⁴⁶ anyway, co-administration of varicella and MMR vaccines decreases, but does not eliminate, the risk of fever peak or febrile seizures.⁴⁰,⁴¹

Live attenuated HZ vaccine

In 1965 Edgar Hope-Simpson observed that the incidence and severity of HZ increased with age and hypothesized that the cause was a decline in VZV-specific CMI; he also observed that HZ recurrences were relatively rare among immunocompetent persons hypothesizing that the HZ episode induced a reactivation of immunity sufficient to protect against a subsequent episode.⁴⁷

This important discovery led to the development of a vaccine able to enhance the VZV-CMI, reducing the
incidence and severity of the disease, useful for subjects with a positive history of varicella.\textsuperscript{48}

The development of a live attenuated varicella vaccine opened the way for an HZ vaccine.\textsuperscript{5}

A high dose of live attenuated vaccine (OKA strain; >19,400 PFU; ZVL) allows the reactivation of the VZV-CMI and reduces the frequency and severity of HZ. ZVL is similar to the varicella vaccine but has a higher antigen content (>14 times greater).\textsuperscript{49} Each dose contains a minimum of 19,400 PFU (4.29 log\textsuperscript{10}) of VZV/OKA strain, when reconstituted.

Preliminary studies have been conducted to establish the safety and immunogenicity of higher doses of OKA vaccine, to select a dose able to increase VZV-CMI with minimal side effects and to verify its safety and efficacy in elderly subjects with common co-morbidities.\textsuperscript{48,50,51}

The pre-licensure RCT showed that ZVL is effective in preventing HZ and PHN.\textsuperscript{22}

ZVL was licensed by FDA in 2006 as a live attenuated vaccine indicated for the prevention of HZ and PHN in immunocompetent adults aged \(\geq\)50 years and it is recommended by the ACIP for use in immunocompetent adults \(\geq\)60 years.\textsuperscript{49,51,52}

Several studies have shown the safety and efficacy of ZVL in immunocompetent adults.\textsuperscript{49,53–56}

Evaluation of the safety profile 10 years after the licensing of ZVL was consistent with results observed in clinical trials. Serious adverse events have rarely been reported and mainly in individuals who had contraindications for this vaccine.\textsuperscript{57}

ZVL is effective in preventing the disease but the protection tends to decay over time.\textsuperscript{49,58} In general, ZVL is well tolerated, has few systemic adverse events and mild to moderate injection site adverse events.\textsuperscript{59,60}

Regarding vaccination efficacy (VE) of ZVL and its duration, in the last update of the SmPC it is specified that against HZ and PHN this has been evaluated for a maximum of eight years after vaccination. VE estimates by age at the time of vaccination and mean VE estimates for the first 3 and 5 years indicate an age-related decrease.\textsuperscript{61}

Subjects with previous episodes of HZ, co-morbidities such as chronic renal failure, diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis and chronic lung disease, can be vaccinated.\textsuperscript{52} ZVL is not indicated in children and adolescents and for the prevention of varicella; it can be co-administered with inactivated influenza vaccine and 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine.\textsuperscript{61}

ZVL should be administered as a single dose of 0.65 ml subcutaneously in the deltoid region of the upper arm.\textsuperscript{49} ZVL is contraindicated in patients with primary and acquired immunodeficiency, in patients who are on immunosuppressive therapy, in patients with untreated TB and in pregnancy.\textsuperscript{61}

For the evaluation of long-term immunogenicity, the effects of a second dose of vaccine were verified 10 years after the first.\textsuperscript{62} The booster dose increases the CMI to levels comparable to those obtained in subjects of the same age who received the first dose; this indicates that the immune memory persists \(>\)10 years after vaccination. Further studies to assess the long-term persistency of the immunity are underway.\textsuperscript{63}

The effectiveness studies confirm that the ZVL vaccine is associated with a lower incidence of HZ among immunocompetent adults in populations with different characteristics.\textsuperscript{64,65,66}

The evaluation of the impact of vaccination in the elderly in the UK has shown a similar effectiveness in the different age classes and an adequate duration of protection, indicating a better cost–benefit ratio than expected.\textsuperscript{54} ZVL is effective against HZ and its complications and reduces the incidence of the disease, regardless of age and co-morbidity, but the duration of protection decreases over time.\textsuperscript{67}

Some studies have evaluated the effectiveness in not seriously immunosuppressed individuals, in patients with renal or autoimmune conditions. These patients are at increased risk of HZ and complications and the response to the vaccine may be lower due to immunosuppression.\textsuperscript{25,65,66}

ZVL may not be associated with an increased risk of HZ after vaccination in patients treated with biological immunosuppressive drugs. However, in current recommendations, ZVL is contraindicated in patients receiving this type of medication due to a lack of available data.\textsuperscript{58}

The effectiveness data, emerging from the use of ZVL in the UK, indicate that in the first 3 years of the vaccination program, 17,000 cases of HZ and 3300 cases of PHN were avoided in a population eligible for vaccination of 5.5 million people.\textsuperscript{69}

A review on cost-effectiveness of ZVL reports that most studies (12 out of 15) show that vaccination against HZ is likely to be cost-effective. Differences in results are likely due to varying assumptions about duration of vaccine protection and quality-adjusted life years (QALY) loss due to HZ.\textsuperscript{70}

Despite strong evidence supporting its effectiveness, the vaccination practice remains not optimal with unsatisfactory coverage in particular groups of patients.\textsuperscript{64}
Consequently, substantial efforts should be made to increase the use of the vaccine.25

Recombinant zoster vaccine

The HZ recombinant adjuvanted vaccine (RZV) was approved by the FDA in 201749 and by the European Commission in 2018.71 RZV contains the glycoprotein E (gE) of VZV, essential for the replication and intercellular viral diffusion and target of the specific immune response, and the AS01B adjuvant that stimulates the innate immune response activation.72,73

Preclinical trials have shown that the AS01B adjuvant also enhances the specific antibody and cell-mediated response.74 Phase I/II trials showed that, in comparison to ZVL, RZV induces a greater and more lasting immune response, both cell-mediated and humoral, in subjects of all ages.74

A multicenter phase II RCT on ≥50-year-old subjects showed that RZV guarantees a significantly higher response than a non-adjuvanted subunit (gE) vaccine and placebo. Regarding the tolerability profile, RZV showed a higher occurrence of adverse reactions, mostly mild to moderate and transient.75 Another phase II study evaluated the safety and immunogenicity profile of different RZV formulations and schedules showing that the two-dose vaccine schedule leads to a gE-specific clonal expansion of CD4+ T-lymphocytes up to 3 times higher than the mono-administration of adjuvanted vaccine or to the administration of two doses of the non-adjuvanted vaccine, with a response that remains high over time. Among the options tested, those with two doses of 50 or 100 µg of gE/AS01B gave a humoral response equal to or greater than those of the other groups. It also emerged that the non-adjuvanted vaccine is not capable of inducing a satisfactory cell-mediated response.76 A third follow-up study on subjects who received gE/AS01B adjuvanted vaccine with a 50 µg dosage showed that after 72 months both cell-mediated and humoral response tend to decrease 20–25% lower in comparison to 36 months, while remaining satisfactory and significantly higher than the pre-vaccination status.77 In 2018, Schwarz et al examined the same subjects 9 years after the first administration to evaluate the humoral and cell-mediated immune response, confirming that these continue to remain significantly higher compared to the pre-vaccination status and estimating that this immunity will remain elevated for at least 15 years after vaccination.78

The waning of immune response observed between 3 and 7 years after the vaccination with ZVL led to the idea of administering the RZV vaccine even in those already vaccinated with ZVL. Grupping et al evaluated the humoral and cell-mediated immune response to the RZV vaccine comparing subjects vaccinated with ZVL in the previous 5 years and never vaccinated. The results showed a non-inferiority of the previously vaccinated group compared to the never vaccinated, supporting the hypothesis of administering RZV to subjects previously vaccinated with ZVL.79

The optimal time between the two doses of RZV was evaluated in the study by Lal et al in 2018: the second dose of vaccine should be administered between 2 and 6 months after the first dose.78

Vink et al showed a comparable antibody response after both subcutaneous and intramuscular administration but a greater reactogenicity using the subcutaneous route.80

The preclinical trials that evaluated the efficacy of RZV were the ZOE-50 in 2015 and the ZOE-70 in 2016. The first is a multicenter randomized case-control study on subjects aged ≥50 years that estimated the efficacy of RZV at 97.2%.81 The second study, carried out on subjects aged ≥70 years, showed that the efficacy is comparable in older subjects.72 Three years after vaccination, the immune response was persistent in the subjects enrolled in both trials.73 Similarly, in the follow-up evaluation of enrolled subjects, non-PHN complications and HZ-associated hospitalizations were lower than in the placebo group.82

RZV provides the opportunity to evaluate the vaccination of subjects with impaired immune status, at greater risk of contracting HZ and unable to get vaccinated with ZVL. The data currently available suggest that RZV is safe and immunogenic in HIV+ immunocompromised patients and in autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients.83–85

The ACIP, that comprises medical and public health experts who develop recommendations on the use of vaccines in the civilian population of the US, recommends the use of RZV in subjects on low-dose immunosuppressive therapy (<20 mg/die of prednisone or equivalent or in therapy with topical steroids or inhalers), before starting an immunosuppressive therapy, or after recovering from a temporary immunosuppression. Since immunocompromised subjects or those receiving medium-high doses of immunosuppressants were excluded from preclinical efficacy studies (ZOE-50 and ZOE-70), ACIP does not recommend vaccination with RZV, but anticipates the possibility of revising this position when new evidence will be available.49
From a safety standpoint, 85% of the 6773 vaccinated subjects reported local or systemic reactions after receiving RZV in preclinical trials. However, the number of severe adverse events was similar in the RZV and placebo groups.86

After licensing, adverse vaccine events were monitored through the Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS),87 a US national passive surveillance system. The first 8 months of post-licensing monitoring of RZV in the US showed a safety profile consistent with that observed in pre-licensed clinical trials.88 Of the 4381 reported adverse events (136 per 100,000 doses), 97% were non-serious, and 3% were severe. The most common adverse reactions were pyrexia (23.6%), injection site pain (22.5%), injection site erythema (20.1%), pain (19.5%), chills (19.3%), headache (16.7%), fatigue (15.8%), injection site swelling (13.4%), myalgia (12.1%). Compared to ZVL, for which HZ and rash were (15.8%), injection site swelling (13.4%), myalgia (12.1%). Compared to ZVL, for which HZ and rash were reported as common adverse reactions,89 RZV had a greater number of systemic reactions (e.g., fever).

Concerning the pharmaco-economic aspects, the CDC analysis estimates that RZV compared with no vaccination costs $31,000/QALY for immunocompetent adults aged ≥50 years. The number of subjects to be vaccinated with RZV to prevent one case of HZ and one of PHN are 11–17 and 70–187, respectively. Compared to vaccination with ZVL, RZV is able to prevent a greater number of HZ cases at a lower cost.29

According to Curran et al, RZV is more effective and less expensive (at a price of $280 for two doses) compared to ZVL (price $231 for a dose) in subjects aged ≥60 years. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) compared to no vaccination ranged from $20,038 to $30,084/QALY.89

The analysis performed by De Boer et al in the Netherlands concluded that, despite a two-dose strategy, RZV is superior in reducing the burden of HZ compared to a single dose or a dose + booster of ZVL. The more cost-effective alternative between RZV and ZVL will mainly depend on the cost of the vaccine. Vaccination of risk groups such as subjects undergoing autologous stem cell transplant could however result in an improvement in cost-effective outcomes compared to immunocompetent subjects only.90

A study on the German population to assess the optimal starting age for the vaccination campaign against HZ has evaluated the cost-effectiveness of RZV. With an ICER of €37,000/QALY for the cohort ≥60 years and €44,000/QALY for the cohort ≥70 years, the analyses shows that the best value from a public health and economic standpoint would be obtained by vaccinating the German population at age 60 or 65 years.91 A similar study carried out in Hong Kong to assess both gender and optimal age for the use of RZV concluded that the range 60–70 years for both genders is the most cost-effective.92

A further cost-effectiveness analysis performed in the US by Curran et al to evaluate the revaccination with RZV in all ≥60-year-old subjects previously vaccinated with a dose of ZVL as recommended by ACIP93 showed a saving of $96 million compared to no additional vaccination (ICER $58,793/QALY saved) and $84 million compared to revaccination with ZVL.94

According to ACIP indications, RZV can be used in adults aged ≥50 years, regardless of previous vaccination for varicella or ZVL. However, ZVL remains among the vaccines recommended in immunocompetent subjects over 60 years.49

The schedule includes two doses of RZV with an interval of 2–6 months independently of previous vaccinations with ZVL. The vaccination cycle should not be repeated if more than 6 months have passed since the first dose, although the efficacy of alternative time intervals has not been evaluated and could expose you to the risk of HZ between the two doses. If the second dose of RZV is given less than 4 weeks after the first, the second dose should be repeated. RZV should not be given <2 months after receipt of ZVL.

As suggested by the CDC guidelines for recombinant vaccines, RZV can be co-administered with other vaccines in a different anatomical site.94 There is evidence that co-administration of RZV with the quadrivalent split flu vaccine does not cause interference in the immune response.95

Evaluation of co-administration with 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (PPSV23) and tetanus toxoid, reduced diphtheria toxoid, and acellular pertussis vaccine (Tdap, GSK) is ongoing. The safety and efficacy of concomitant administration of two adjuvanted vaccines (e.g., RZV and adjuvanted influenza vaccine [aTIV]) have not been evaluated.

RZV recipients should be informed about expected systemic and local reactogenicity before vaccination. Reactions to the first dose do not predict reaction to the second dose and vaccine recipient should be encouraged to complete the two-dose cycle.

Patients with a history of HZ should receive RZV to avoid recurrence. Vaccination should be delayed until
acute stage of HZ is over; adults with chronic medical conditions should receive RZV.

Screening for varicella before vaccination is not recommended, but in persons known to be VZV negative via laboratory serology, ACIP guidelines for varicella vaccination should be followed. RZV has not been evaluated in VZV seronegative subjects and is not indicated for the prevention of varicella.

A history of severe allergic reactions, such as anaphylaxis, to any component of the vaccine is a contraindication for the administration of RZV. No data are available to establish whether RZV is safe in pregnant or lactating women. Delaying vaccination with RZV should be considered in such circumstances.

Global vaccination strategies

A WHO position paper on VZV and HZ vaccines provides a guide to member States for setting up large-scale immunization programs.

Varicella

The live attenuated VZV vaccine (OKA strain) was first licensed in Germany and Sweden in 1984. In South Korea, a live attenuated virus vaccine containing a different strain has been used since 1993 (MAV/06).

In US vaccination programs a dose of VZV vaccine has been implemented since 1995. The introduction of VZV vaccination has led to a substantial reduction in morbidity and mortality, with a reduction in incidence >70% in communities with vaccination coverage of 80% among children aged 19–35 months and a decrease of varicella incidence in all age groups. In 2006 a second dose of vaccine was introduced, obtaining a further decrease in the incidence to 2 cases per 1,000 patient-years. No child developed the disease after receiving 2 doses of vaccine.

Varicella vaccination can follow a one or two-dose schedule. The second dose makes it possible to achieve greater protection against all forms of varicella. Beyond the economic debate on the use of one or two doses of vaccine, the choice should be based mainly on the goal of the vaccination program: elimination or prevention of severe cases. An Italian study has showed that among coverage, vaccine efficacy, number of doses and interval between doses, ensuring a high coverage remains the critical success factor for significant varicella prevention.

As of December 2014, the varicella vaccine was recommended in 33 countries, mostly with a high socio-economic level (Table 1). This means that despite the proven effectiveness, many countries have not yet entered routine vaccination programs. In the EU, in 2015 only 6 nations had introduced a universal vaccination for children, 2 at regional level (including Italy) and 17 recommended vaccination to only some susceptible risk groups. In 2017, Italy introduced compulsory varicella vaccination for all newborns.

One of the concerns emerging from the introduction of universal VZV vaccination programs is the possible increase in the mean age of infection, due to a lower exposure of the population to VZV. Since the complication rate in the adult population is higher than in children, this could lead to an increase in morbidity and mortality in age groups not affected by the vaccination program.

The evidence shows that, if vaccination coverage is maintained between 30% and 70% for a long time, the shift in the age of infection can lead to an increase in morbidity and mortality in high-income countries.

Modeling studies on low- and middle-income countries in different geographical regions with different seroprevalence rates (South-East Asia, Pacific, Latin America, Caribbean and Africa) have instead shown that vaccine coverage must be kept at least equal to 60% to produce a substantial reduction in morbidity. In detail, in countries with low- and middle-income with a medium to high seropositivity there is a risk of shifting the age of infection when the vaccination coverage with 1 dose remains between 20% and 80% in the long term, with a possible increase in mortality. In countries with a very low seropositivity (less than 20–30% in 20-year-olds) and a high incidence of the disease, a minimal shift in the age of infection is expected, with an important reduction in the morbidity and mortality related to varicella at intermediate rates of vaccination coverage.

A further worry arising from the implementation of VZV vaccination programs concerns the possible increase in incidence of HZ due to the reduction of the exogenous booster effect on immunity. However, the existing evidence is conflicting, with some studies indicating that exposure to circulating VZV is protective against HZ in adults with latent VZV and others suggesting that the protective effect is minimal or absent. Some studies have shown an increase in the incidence of HZ after the introduction of varicella vaccination programs, while others have not, and there is no concrete evidence that this trend is related to VZV vaccination compared to other possible factors (demographic increase of the elderly...
population, increase in chronic conditions, use of oral corticosteroids, secular trends). Concerning the latency and re-activation of vaccine type virus, cases of zoster have been reported in vaccinated children whose VZV was typed as Oka (vaccine) strain. However the incidence of zoster was 5 times lower in vaccinated children than in control group and there was no difference in clinical severity of zoster caused by vaccine-type virus. Furthermore, the recent licensing of HZ vaccines and their introduction into national vaccination schedules could allow a re-evaluation of the epidemiological and economic aspects that led to the refusal to adopt a universal vaccination of newborns in some countries.

### Table 1 Varicella vaccination; recommendations by country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>General Recommendation</th>
<th>Catch-Up</th>
<th>Funded by National Health system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>D1 MMRV, 18 months, D2 children &lt;14 years who have had one dose of varicella vaccine but want to get a second dose to further reduce their risk of disease</td>
<td>&lt;20 years of age</td>
<td>D1 only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>D1 and D2 between 12 and 23 months (≥4 weeks interval)</td>
<td>9–18 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Specific groups only ≥12 years (2 doses; 4–8 weeks interval)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>One or two doses recommended on a territorial basis</td>
<td>Territorial</td>
<td>Territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>D1 13–18 months, D2 4–6 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Specific groups only; D1 MMRV 13–18 months, D2 5–6 MMRV years or V ≥18 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>D1 MMR+V 12 months; D2 MMRV 6 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>D1 MMR+V, 11–14 months, D2 MMRV 15–23 months</td>
<td>2–17 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>D1 MMR+V 12–15 months, D2 MMRV 4–6 years; Specific groups ≥18 years</td>
<td>18 months-4 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy*</td>
<td>D1 MMRV (preferred) or MMR+V 13–15 months, D2 MMRV (preferred) or MMR+V 5–6 years</td>
<td>Susceptible subjects ≥12 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>D1 12–15 months, D2 18–23 months (≥3 months interval)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia*</td>
<td>D1 12–18 months, D2 7 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>D1 MMRV 12 months, D2 MMRV 15–23 months</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>D1 15 months, D2 only specific groups (≥6 weeks interval)</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Specific groups only, 9 months–12 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>D1 MMR+V 15 months, D2 MMRV 2–4 years</td>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Specific groups only ≥1 year (2 doses; 4–8 weeks interval)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>D1 MMRV or MMR+V 12–15 months, D2 MMRV or MMR+V 4–6 years</td>
<td>≥18 months</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *Mandatory vaccination. *Children who have received the first dose of the vaccine against varicella and who have not contracted the illness shall receive the second dose. It is also recommended but not funded: 1 dose for all susceptible healthy children aged under 13 years who do not meet the eligibility criteria for the funded dose; 2 doses, at least 6 weeks apart, for all susceptible adolescents and adults.

**Abbreviations:** D1, first dose; D2, second dose.

Herpes zoster

The 2014 WHO position paper does not offer recommendations regarding HZ vaccination due to a lack of vaccine efficacy data at the time of publication. ZVL was first licensed in the US by the FDA in 2006. RZV was approved by the FDA in 2017 for use in adults aged 50 or older. A study carried out in the US in 2014 among adults aged ≥60 years resulted in a

---

**Table 1:** Varicella vaccination; recommendations by country.
coverage rate of 31.8%, with wide variability between federal States.\textsuperscript{118}

In Canada ZVL was approved in 2009 and RZV in 2017. Currently, the vaccination of adults aged ≥50 years with two doses of RZV is recommended, including in subjects previously vaccinated with ZVL.\textsuperscript{119}

In Europe, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has licensed ZVL for subjects aged ≥60 years (2006) and later for those ≥50 years of age (2007).\textsuperscript{120} RZV was licensed by the European Commission on March 21, 2018.\textsuperscript{71} ZVL was included among the recommended vaccinations of 6 countries (Austria, Czech Republic, France, Greece, Italy, UK) and is funded by the National Health System in 4 (France, Greece, Italy, UK).\textsuperscript{121}

In Germany the Robert Koch Institute has recommended RZV since December 2018 for all adults aged ≥60 years. ZVL is not recommended.\textsuperscript{122}

In Italy HZ vaccination has been included in the National Plan for Vaccine Prevention (PNPV) 2017–2019\textsuperscript{123} (and offered free of charge in some regions) with a dose of ZVL in 65-year-olds and in subjects at risk aged ≥50 years.

In Austria, the Impfplan Österreich 2019 recommends vaccination in subjects aged ≥50 years with RZV although this vaccine is not yet available in the country.\textsuperscript{124}

In Australia, HZ vaccination is recommended for adults ≥50 years of age living together with immunosuppressed subjects, and all adults aged ≥60 years.\textsuperscript{120} However, the National Immunization Program (NIP) states that HZ vaccination is offered free of charge with a single dose of ZVL in adults aged 70–79 years.\textsuperscript{125}

In New Zealand, from 1 April 2018, the immunization schedule included a dose of ZVL for subjects aged ≥65 years, with a catch-up program in individuals aged 66–88 years, scheduled until 31 March 2020.\textsuperscript{126}

In Japan, a varicella vaccine live (VVL) was approved for the prevention of HZ in individuals aged ≥50 years as an extended use in March 2016. The titer of the VVL used for HZ prevention is similar to that of the ZVL (42,000–67,000 PFU per dose).\textsuperscript{127,128}
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Age of recommendation</th>
<th>Recommended Vaccine</th>
<th>Funded by National Health system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Subjects aged 70–79</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥50 years</td>
<td>RZV</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥50 years</td>
<td>RZV</td>
<td>Ontario province only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥50 years and specific groups</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Subjects aged 65–74 years, catch-up 75–79</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥60 years and specific groups</td>
<td>RZV</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥60 years</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥65 years and specific groups</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥50 years</td>
<td>VVL\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Subjects aged 65 years, catch-up 66–80 years</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Subjects aged 70–78 years</td>
<td>ZVL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Subjects aged ≥70 years</td>
<td>RZV\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \textsuperscript{a}VVL=Varicella Vaccine Live. The titer of the VVL used for HZ prevention in Japan is similar to that of the ZVL (42,000–67,000 PFU per dose). \textsuperscript{b}RZV preferred, recommended for immunocompetent adults aged ≥50 years; ZVL may still be used in healthy adults ≥60 years.
IDMC (Independent Data Monitoring Committee) of the ZOE50 and ZOE70 RCTs. The authors report no other conflicts of interest in this work.
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